
Soul to the Mouse

Ali is at a party. It’s Disney themed. She’s talking to someone she is trying desperately 
to impress. She loves Disney, but seems to be the minority who still sees it as a child 
does.


Ali: oh I totally agree… Like they need to stop. Yeah they’re ruining the entertainment 
industry. I have a cousin who worked at the park in the college program and it’s all just 
horny college students playing dress up… yeah they’re all just hooking up behind the 
scenes. Kinda ruins the illusion. Five year olds rushing to hug girls who are completely 
hungover who struggled to cover up ten hickies that morning. Not as cute anymore…


Beat 

What? -


Oh yeah, entertainment should be a free market. But like you can’t get anywhere 
without being under the hand of the mouse. Everything has been bought by them. 
Them making their own streaming services was the rebirth of cable… no listen they 
took everything off the other platforms forcing you to pay for theirs, but the other 
platforms have good original content as well so you pay for each individual platform 
racking up to hundreds of dollars by the end and eventually we’re just going to be 
paying for streaming bundles which is basically cable. They bought the comics, the 
space, the drama, the comedy, they already owned the industry for children’s 
entertainment. Nothing you consume can escape them. 


Beat 

It’s only a matter of time before they own the pharmacies. Just think about it… Disney 
themed insulin… I’m telling you they’ll rule the world.


Beat


It’s no longer art though. They’ve sucked the soul from artists who should be 
recognized and notorious. The closest they get to real art is in Pixar and even that is 
capitalist pandering to the more socialist of their viewers. 


Beat 

Oh… It’s a poisoned apple margherita. You should try one…


Beat


But yeah pretty much down with the monopoly of the mouse!




Love is an Open Door begins to play 

Oh MY GOD sing along with me!!!


